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august committee over almost 200 years.\(^1\) A core panel duty is moving judicial nominees through the confirmation process, which helps senators discharge their constitutional advice and consent responsibility. Because the Chair plays an integral role—Grassley fulfilled this obligation in a critical, albeit controversial, manner—and because his service as Chair has ended, it is crucial to evaluate how the lawmaker discharged that important responsibility.

This Essay initially describes the history of federal judicial selection and Senator Grassley’s role from the commencement of 2015 until the beginning of 2019. It finds striking discrepancies between how the Chair acted over the two periods. In the 114th Congress, during President Barack Obama’s last half term when Republicans controlled a Senate majority, Grassley strictly enforced numerous rules and customs, mainly “blue slips,” and seriously delayed the confirmation process. These phenomena meant that the Senate confirmed the fewest appeals court judges since 1897–98.\(^2\) In profound contrast, across the 115th Congress during President Donald Trump’s first two years when the Grand Old Party (“GOP”) retained an upper chamber majority, Grassley jettisoned, changed or deemphasized a number of venerable strictures and conventions.\(^3\) For example, he did not respect Democratic home state politicians’ blue slips for appellate court nominees, limit the number of nominees in hearings to one appeals court prospect, or conduct panel votes after the American Bar Association (“ABA”) had completed evaluating and rating circuit and district court nominees.\(^4\) The dramatically accelerated pace of nominations and confirmations as well as Republican senators’ penchant for rubberstamping nominees and lockstep voting in the Judiciary Committee and on the Senate floor enabled Trump to appoint the most circuit judges ever, numbers of whom are ideologically conservative, young and talented.\(^5\) Indeed, a single Grand Old Party member cast the sole negative chamber ballot throughout 2017.\(^6\)

2. See infra note 104 and accompanying text.
3. See infra notes 20–35 and accompanying text.
4. HULSE, supra note 1, at 186–92 (analyzing Grassley’s appellate court blue slip policy in 2017-18); see infra notes 20–35, 87–91 and accompanying text.
This Essay detects that President Trump, Senator Grassley and the Republican chamber majority exacerbated the selection process’s counterproductive downward spiral, riven by Democratic and Republican politicization, divisiveness, and systematic paybacks, which undermined judicial appointments. Because these dynamics subvert the president’s discharge of constitutional responsibilities to nominate and confirm excellent judges, the senators’ fulfillment of their constitutional duty to provide advice and consent, as well as the courts’ important responsibility to expeditiously, inexpensively and equitably resolve civil and criminal disputes, the last Part posits suggestions for improving this fundamental conundrum of American governance.

I. 2015–16 Processes

Reviews of the circuit and district nomination and confirmation processes in the last two Congresses have distinct emphases. For 2015–16, the assessment considers first and stresses the initial year’s district processes, because President Obama emphasized those systems by proffering no court of appeals nominees, the GOP chamber majority confirmed two appellate court jurists throughout both years, detailed scrutiny clarifies the processes, and the 2016 presidential election year meant that judicial appointments proceeded slowly and peremptorily stopped in early July. For 2017–18, the canvass treats initially and focuses on the circuit nomination and confirmation processes, because President Trump and the Republican Senate majority stressed court of appeals confirmations and this emphasis increases clarity. The years 2016 and 2018 deserve substantially less consideration, as each closely resembled the preceding year.

Ever since Republicans assumed a relatively slight chamber majority in 2015, the Grand Old Party leadership and individual Senate members promised to comprehensively reinstate and thoroughly comply with “regular order.” Senators dutifully recited the litany to describe the revitalization of strictures and customs which putatively governed before the Democratic

7. Jerry Markon, Robert Costa & David Nakamura, Republicans Win Senate Control, as Polls Show Dissatisfaction with Obama, WASH. POST (Nov. 4, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/senate-control-at-stake-in-todays-midterm-elections/2014/11/04/e882353e-642c-11e4-9bb1-4fca1e742d5_story.html [https://perma.cc/P4GC-YU57]. See generally Carl Tobias, The Republican Senate and Regular Order, 101 IOWA L. REV. ONLINE 12 (2016) [hereinafter Tobias, Regular Order] (highlighting the impact of the Republican Senate majority on the judicial confirmation process under President Barack Obama). I emphasize appellate court selection, because Trump has stressed filling appellate court vacancies, and because the tribunals are courts of last resort for 99 percent of cases and articulate considerably greater policy than the district courts. Moreover, each Supreme Court nomination and confirmation process seems unique. See generally Carl Tobias, Confirming Supreme Court Justices in a Presidential Election Year, 94 WASH. U. L. REV. 1089 (2017) [hereinafter Tobias, Justices] (analyzing the Republican Senate majority’s decision not to consider President Obama’s exceptional Supreme Court nominee Merrick Garland).
chamber majority undercut those rules and conventions starting in 2007. As the 114th Congress opened, the new Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) implored Republican and Democratic Senate members to effectuate regular order again, incessantly repeating this notion. Grassley vowed that the Judiciary Committee would duly process circuit and district court nominees in regular order. Senator John Cornyn (R-TX), the Assistant Majority Leader, concomitantly echoed these sentiments in nominee committee hearings and discussions and on the Senate floor.

A. THE 2015–16 DISTRICT COURT PROCESSES

1. The Nomination Process

Obama assiduously consulted politicians who represented home states which encountered vacancies by pursuing suggestions from the lawmakers regarding well qualified, mainstream candidates and employing that information to nominate prospects who could fill the openings. This protocol facilitates confirmations, because senators defer to colleagues from jurisdictions with vacancies who can delay nominees by retaining blue slips. Despite persistent White House consultation, Senate members, especially Republicans, slowly instituted efforts in their jurisdictions that would proffer choices and some lawmakers even refused to propose any candidates. For instance, eight of nine appellate court openings that the Administrative Office of the United States Courts (AO), which is the federal judiciary’s administrative arm, characterized as “judicial emergencies”—because the judgeships had remained vacant for protracted times and their courts experienced substantial caseloads—lacked 2015 nominees from jurisdictions that GOP senators represented.

8. Tobias, Regular Order, supra note 7, at 13–14.
The clearest example of complications which plagued the nomination process was the state of Texas. The jurisdiction encountered the most vacancies nationwide, despite the 2015 confirmations of Alfred Bennett, George Hanks, Jr., and Jose Rolando Olvera, Jr., three accomplished, consensus nominees, to serve on the Southern District of Texas. Across Obama’s final half term, Texas experienced a pair of circuit—and as many as 11 district—court openings, all of which the United States Courts Administrative Office categorized as emergencies and a number of those vacancies lacked nominees. In an April 13 debate on Alfred Bennett, the first of the Texas re-nominees, Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT), who was the Judiciary Committee Ranking Member in 2015 and served as Chair from 2007 until 2014, detected no reason why the panel needed almost seven months for review or did not vote on two more pending nominees, elaborating that two Fifth Circuit (and seven additional district) vacancies which lacked nominees existed. The senator asserted that the number of openings more than doubled the quantity of vacancies in the remaining states while he urged that Senators Cornyn and Ted Cruz (R-TX) cooperate with President Obama to rapidly fill all of the empty judgeships.

---


17. 161 CONG. REC. S2104 (daily ed. Apr. 13, 2015) [hereinafter Leahy statement] (statement of Sen. Leahy). George Hanks, Jr., and Rolando Olvera, Jr., were the other two pending nominees.

18. Id.

19. Id. Numerous reasons explain these circumstances. Texas Senators Kay Bailey Hutchison, Cornyn and Cruz did not seem to anticipate Fifth Circuit or district court openings which might arise in the future or to respond particularly expeditiously to existing vacancies, they and the Texas Democratic House delegation frequently differed over the candidates to be recommended, and President Obama did not always concur with the lawmakers' recommendations.
2. The Confirmation Process

i. Committee Hearings

Grassley set the initial committee hearing two weeks after the 114th Congress began, promising to expeditiously process strong, consensus nominees in regular order. The Chair proclaimed that American citizens should expect no "discernable difference" in the panel’s operations, suggesting that he would conduct hearings every few weeks that lawmakers were in session. However, disputes quickly arose. For instance, Grassley only convened the second hearing seven weeks after the first, and the third session eight weeks later, with the fourth hearing coming on June 10. The March session included merely two nominees, and the last hearing encompassed only three, as contrasted to four or five nominees whom Leahy ordinarily mustered. In the April 20 debate on the second Texas re-nominee, the Chair vigorously argued that he was proceeding similarly to how Democrats had proceeded in 2007, which Grassley asserted by comparing the three hearings for "10 judges" that Leahy arranged in 2007 with his committee’s four 2015 sessions on “six judges and four executive nominees.” The Chair alleged that President Obama had experienced “very fair” treatment because 309 of his appellate and district court nominees had captured appointment in contrast to 273 nominees whom President George W. Bush had proposed.


24. George Hanks, Jr., was the second of the four Texas re-nominees. 161 CONG. REC. S2264 (daily ed. Apr. 20, 2015).

25. The executive nominees included the candidates whom Obama had nominated to serve as the Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney General. Id.
and the Senate confirmed.26 Senator Harry Reid (D-NV), the Minority Leader, responded that the Grand Old Party was conducting very few hearings,27 while, by June 8, 2007, Democrats had helped Bush confirm “18 judges, including 3” for circuit courts.28

ii. Committee Votes

Despite Senator Grassley’s numerous pledges, which insistently extolled the many virtues of regular order, the Chair persistently “held over” practically all committee votes.29 Grassley retained a measure that the Republican Senate minority had employed throughout Obama’s initial six years, which delayed committee ballots on highly qualified, consensus nominees whom the panel listed for consideration the first time until the next executive business meeting, which the Chair usually arranged one week later.30 The committee, under Grassley’s leadership, slowly considered five accomplished, mainstream United States Court of Federal Claims re-nominees who had felicitously secured panel approval in 2014.31 Grassley also stalled committee votes on four prominent, mainstream district re-nominees—two for emergencies—with enthusiastic home state Republican committee member support.32 The circumstances which surrounded additional nominees’ consideration analogously illustrate delay. Western District of Missouri nominee Roseann Ketchmark, who was a well-qualified, consensus district nominee, enjoyed a

28. The number of judges whom the Democratic Senate majority helped Bush confirm was substantially greater than the number of jurists whom the Republican Senate majority helped Obama to confirm: merely four district jurists. Id.
30. E.g., Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 113th Cong. (Sept. 11, 2014); Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 113th Cong. (Nov. 13, 2014). The Democratic Senate minority has held over discussions and ballots for virtually all Trump judicial nominees in the 115th and 116th Congresses similarly to how the Republican minority held over discussions and ballots for practically all Obama nominees in the 113th and 114th Congresses.
31. No Senate member had opposed any of the nominees. Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 113th Cong. (Nov. 20, 2014); supra note 18 and accompanying sources; infra note 66 and accompanying sources.
32. Senators Cornyn and Cruz, who represented Texas, as well as Senators Orrin Hatch and Mike Lee, who represented Utah, were the home state members. The Utah district court nominee was Utah Supreme Court Justice Jill Parrish. Emergencies Dec. 2015, supra note 14; Nominations Jan. 2015, supra note 10 (home state senators’ supportive statements); Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 114th Cong. (Feb. 26, 2015) (showing home state senators’ positive votes); 161 CONG. REC. S3224 (daily ed. May 21, 2015) (confirming District of Utah Judge Jill Parrish).
March 11 hearing, but the committee only conducted her discussion and approval vote on April 23. Four strong, centrist district nominees testified on May 6 yet the panel did not provide their discussions and reports for 30 days, while two excellent, moderate nominees with a June 10 hearing only received discussions and approvals one month later. The Chair also did not convene meetings each week that the chamber was in session, which contrasted to how Leahy conducted the panel.

iii. Floor Votes

A critical leadership test arose with February 26 committee approval of nominees and McConnell’s decision to slowly permit floor debates and votes. The senator had rejected expeditious accords for chamber debates and ballots when he was the Minority Leader in Obama’s first term and a half, thus making Democrats seek cloture often and eventually alter filibusters by detonating the “nuclear option.” However, McConnell pledged greater collaboration when he became the Majority Leader, so arranging ballots provided an opportunity to respect this vow.


34. The four strong centrist nominees, who testified at a May 6 hearing, were Eastern District of California nominee Dale Drodz, Eastern District of New York nominees Ann Donnelly and Lashann DeArcy Montique Hall and Western District of New York nominee Lawrence Vilaro. See also infra note 64 and accompanying text. The two excellent, moderate nominees who enjoyed a June 10 hearing were Eastern District of Tennessee nominee Travis McDonough and Middle District of Tennessee nominee Waverly Crenshaw. Hearing on Nominations: Hearing Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 114th Cong. (June 10, 2015); Hearing on Nominations: Hearing Before the S. Judiciary Comm., 114th Cong. (May 6, 2015); Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 114th Cong. (July 9, 2015); Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 114th Cong. (June 4, 2015); supra note 22; see also infra note 65 and accompanying text.


Nevertheless, McConnell conducted no prompt final votes regarding the four district court and five Court of Federal Claims re-nominees. A month passed until the Majority Leader staged an April 13 debate and ballot for one district choice, which apparently responded to Leahy’s contention that voting on no 2015 nominee by March’s end sharply contrasted with the Democratic majority helping to approve 15 of President George W. Bush’s nominees by that juncture in 2007. The Ranking Member alleged that the Senate had not concluded the chamber’s important judicial appointments work because the 114th Congress was in a president’s last two years. Leahy argued that senators must continue providing advice and consent and that Congress should authorize 73 new federal circuit and district court judgeships, which the Judicial Conference of the United States—the federal courts’ policymaking arm—proposed would supply judicial resources necessary for courts to expeditiously, inexpensively and fairly decide cases. The Ranking Member also refuted Grassley’s claim that 11 appointees in the 2014 lame duck session must count as 2015 confirmations by urging that senators had frequently approved consensus nominees at prolonged chamber recesses and that Democrats only had to follow this approach because Republican delay meant that Obama confronted 90 circuit and district court vacancies across most of his first term. In the April 13 floor debate, Leahy contended that “baseless political obstructionism” was the reason why the GOP had granted no jurists appointment in 2015, despite many pledges to
restore regular order,44 and described the three months required to debate and vote as disconcerting.45

McConnell did not publicly announce exactly when the Republican Senate majority might stage confirmation debates and ballots on the other district re-nominees whom the committee had reported, but the Majority Leader did grant a debate and vote on one re-nominee for April 20, prompting Leahy’s claim that the individual was merely the second appointee throughout Congress’ first three months.46 This extended period showed that GOP “delay and obstruction” had resurfaced,47 and the Ranking Member derided the “slow trickle” of nominees which undermine federal court operations.48 Grassley argued that the Senate was moving nominees like the chamber did in 2007,49 but the Chair premised this contention on the Democratic Senate majority’s violation of “standard practice” by confirming 11 jurists in the 2014 lame duck session and, thus, when they were counted, the 2015 pace resembled that of the Democrats in 2007.50

When McConnell scheduled no debates and ballots on the last district court re-nominees for emergency vacancies, Minority Leader Reid asserted in May that the Grand Old Party Senate majority had confirmed only two judges all year,51 and that eschewing the fulfillment of its constitutional duty was unfair to American citizens who litigate in federal court.52 When the Majority Leader ignored Reid, the Minority Leader repeated earlier concerns,53 which

44. Leahy Statement, supra note 17.
45. Leahy contended that home state Republican lawmakers had recommended and supported all of the nominees whom the panel approved, urging expeditious confirmation of ten more consensus nominees who were awaiting votes. Id.; 161 CONG. REC. at S2104–05 (daily ed. Apr. 13, 2015).
48. Leahy contended that these phenomena harmed citizens. Id.
50. Id. at S2264. But see supra note 46 and accompanying sources.
51. The two appointees, Southern District of Texas Judges Alfred Bennett and George Hanks, Jr., contrasted to the 16 nominees whom the Democratic Senate majority had helped to confirm over the comparable period during 2007, while emergency vacancies had doubled throughout 2015. 161 CONG. REC. S2659 (daily ed. May 6, 2015).
52. Reid urged the GOP to heed this solemn obligation. Id.
53. Reid stressed the seven Texas judicial emergency vacancies and Republican pledges to follow regular order and quickly confirm nominees. 161 CONG. REC. S2049 (daily ed. May 18, 2015); see also Carl Tobias, Filling Texas Federal Court Vacancies, 95 TEX. L. REV. SEE ALSO 170, 173–75 (2017); supra note 50 and accompanying sources. But see supra note 46.
seemingly prodded McConnell to arrange late May debates and votes. Leahy used this occasion to criticize and summarize 2015 confirmations, arguing that in September Obama had named each person and they received January hearings and February reports yet languished almost 90 days. The Ranking Member declared that Rolando Olvera would fill one in six Texas district court emergencies, reiterating the chamber duty to debate and vote on judges regardless of which party controls the Senate majority. Leahy alleged that the GOP continued making excuses for obstruction and delay. He replied to Grassley’s assertion that Democrats only confirmed 18 judges in 2007, as the jurists were held over from 2006, by contending that the Chair neglected to state that the nine judges appointed in 2007 were not left on the floor at 2006’s end. Leahy also claimed that Grassley’s contention ignored the constitutional responsibility to fill openings. The Ranking Member then reviewed—and urged swift confirmation of—ten nominees awaiting final votes, after which the two nominees captured appointment with 100-0 ballots.

McConnell did not publicly remark when six 2015 district court nominees who had secured panel approval would enjoy floor debates and votes, but one of them with a March hearing and an April committee report earned September confirmation. Three of four nominees with May hearings and June panel approvals captured October ballots, because Grassley had vociferously objected to a July unanimous consent request from New York Democratic Senator Chuck Schumer by repeating the Chair’s notions about 2014 lame duck confirmations and how 2015 resembled 2007. One
Tennessee district court nominee who received a June 10 hearing and July discussion and report attained December confirmation.65

In short, despite nonstop Republican invocation of the regular order mantra, from January 6 until April 12, 2015, the Senate failed to debate about or confirm a single judge. The Senate approved only ten district court jurists all year. Before June, the panel granted merely three hearings, one included only two nominees; the committee accorded merely four district court, and five Court of Claims, re-nominees February 26 discussions and votes and two others discussions and ballots in late April.66

Federal district court selection in 2016 merits comparatively less treatment, mainly because Republican leaders behaved similarly, albeit more egregiously, by confirming significantly fewer nominees than in 2015 and halting all confirmations on July 6,67 and Democrats repeated criticisms analogous to those which they leveled in 2015. Similar, but even less salutary, considerations roiled judicial appointments over 2016—a presidential election year wherein judicial selection slows and concludes early.68 The committee scheduled hearings and ballots in ways similar to those for 2015. However, the Senate confirmed only eight district judges, all before July 7, while the nominations of 20 accomplished, mainstream circuit and district
nominees who captured panel reports expired when Congress adjourned.\textsuperscript{69} This impoverished record contrasts with the record that Democrats compiled across Obama's first six years, as well as the record which Democrats helped George W. Bush amass (especially near his tenure's close in 2007–08).\textsuperscript{70}

B. \textit{The 2015–16 Appellate Court Processes}

In November 2014, President Obama nominated Kara Farnandez Stoll, an experienced, mainstream lawyer, and Eastern District of Pennsylvania Judge Luis Felipe Restrepo, a prominent centrist jurist, each of whom is ethnically diverse,\textsuperscript{71} to the United States Courts of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and the Third Circuit respectively.\textsuperscript{72} The president eschewed tendering more appellate court nominations until 2016, because Republican senators represented most jurisdictions with vacancies that lacked nominees and the legislators cooperated little with the White House.\textsuperscript{73}

1. Kara Farnandez Stoll

Stoll earned a March 11 hearing that progressed well \textsuperscript{74} and the panel reported her on April 23 but the well qualified counsel languished for weeks.\textsuperscript{75} McConnell did not announce when he would grant Stoll a confirmation debate and ballot, although the Majority Leader intimated that appellate court confirmation debates and votes might stop,\textsuperscript{76} even though his

\textsuperscript{69} The nominations of 28 additional well-qualified, centrist appellate court and district court nominees who lacked committee reports also expired. 162 CONG. REC. S7183–84 (daily ed. Jan. 3, 2017).

\textsuperscript{70} Leahy statement, \textit{supra} note 17, at S2029–30. Democrats' actions, particularly their 2013 detonation of the nuclear option, seemed to prolong the “confirmation wars.” \textit{See generally} Carl Tobias, \textit{Filling the D.C. Circuit Vacancies}, 91 IND. L.J. 121 (2015) (detailing the deterioration of relations between both parties regarding judicial nominations and confirmations which prompted detonation of the nuclear option).


\textsuperscript{73} Russell Wheeler, \textit{With Senate Control, Will the GOP Stop Confirming Circuit Judges?}, BROOKINGS (June 10, 2015), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2015/06/10/with-senate-control-will-the-gop-stop-confirming-circuit-court-judges [https://perma.cc/F8QF-6SK7]; \textit{see supra} notes 15–19 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{74} Nominations Mar. 2015, \textit{supra} note 22.

\textsuperscript{75} Mtg. Apr. 2015, \textit{supra} note 33.
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staff member informed the press that there was no shutdown of floor debates and ballots on circuit nominees.\textsuperscript{77} In June, Reid accused McConnell of halting Senate consideration of appeals court nominees and invoked McConnell’s 2008 plea for quick final consideration of George W. Bush nominees, stating that Republicans had not confirmed anyone—“even a consensus nominee such as Kara Stoll.”\textsuperscript{78} The Minority Leader concomitantly urged swift debate and appointment.\textsuperscript{79} Leahy criticized the minuscule number of 2015 confirmation debates and ballots, calling for Stoll’s prompt review, which apparently fostered her July confirmation debate and vote.\textsuperscript{80}

2. Felipe Restrepo

Obama decided to elevate Judge Felipe Restrepo, partly because of strong endorsements from Pennsylvania’s Senators, Democrat Robert Casey and Republican Patrick Toomey,\textsuperscript{81} but the nominee waited seven months on a committee hearing, because Toomey only produced his blue slip in May 2015.\textsuperscript{82} The Pennsylvania senators had previously suggested Restrepo for an Eastern District of Pennsylvania vacancy, and the jurist easily won 2013 approval.\textsuperscript{83} The lawmakers then decided to pursue elevation, with Toomey contending that the experienced judge would be a “superb addition to the Third Circuit.”\textsuperscript{84} Nonetheless, the panel excluded Restrepo from a May 6


\textsuperscript{79} Id. McConnell never elucidated his June 2015 suggestion regarding Senate floor consideration of appellate court nominees. See supra note 76.


\textsuperscript{81} Casey submitted his blue slip in November 2014 immediately after President Obama nominated Judge Restrepo; Obama renominated Restrepo in early January 2015 after the judge’s nomination had expired. See supra note 72.


\textsuperscript{83} 159 Cong. Rec. S4516 (daily ed. June 17, 2015); Spencer, supra note 82. Restrepo was then serving as an Eastern District of Pennsylvania Judge. All modern Presidents have deployed the technique of elevation by nominating federal and state appellate court and trial court judges to the federal appellate courts and district courts. See infra notes 167–70.

hearing. The day before this hearing the press queried Toomey, who asserted that he powerfully supported Restrepo. Grassley promised to expeditiously schedule a hearing once Toomey had provided the slip. One of the Chair’s aides suggested to the press that the committee evaluated nominees under regular order, and that senators may retain slips until committee analysis concludes. The next day on the Senate floor, Reid quoted Toomey’s glowing praise for Restrepo and criticized the delay, and Grassley released a document which showed that the Republican Senate majority’s 2015 processing resembled the Democratic majority’s processing during 2007.

In the ensuing days, Toomey vociferously denied that he was stalling Judge Restrepo, claimed that the committee was assessing the jurist but would only convene a hearing after vetting concluded, and pledged to return the slip then, unless problems arose. On May 14, Toomey tendered the slip, but Grassley only convened the panel hearing in June. The session progressed

85. It was only the third hearing which the Judiciary Committee conducted in 2015, but the Senate had been meeting for 13 weeks and Obama had tapped no nominee before Judge Restrepo. Nominations Mar. 11, supra note 21; Nominations May 6, supra note 21; Nominations Jan. 2015, supra note 10.


87. The press reported that Toomey was retaining the blue slip. Bendery, supra note 86; Mauriello, supra note 86.

88. Spencer, supra note 86 (emphasis added); Olson, supra note 82 (the panel processes nominees in the order they are received).

89. The aide remarked that issues regarding the nominee’s fitness to serve can surface in this review. Mauriello, supra note 86; Olson, supra note 82; see Jennifer Bendery, Pat Toomey Insists He’s Not Holding Up a Judicial Nominee He’s Holding Up, HUFF. POST (May 14, 2015), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pat-toomey-judge-restrepo_n_7277332 [https://perma.cc/JX7Y-GgN9].

90. 161 CONG. REC. S2660 (daily ed. May 6, 2015); see supra notes 81, 83–84.


93. Toomey provided the slip putatively because the Judiciary Committee had concluded Restrepo’s assessment. Nominations June 2015, supra note 21; Tracie Mauriello, Toomey Signs Off
smoothly; the Pennsylvania senator expressed powerful support and Restrepo’s clear answers apparently satisfied members. Grassley claimed that the 2015 appellate court hearings which the committee had arranged resembled the number of 2007 hearings that Democrats had scheduled for circuit nominees. The Chair reiterated the propositions that Democrats reviewed more nominees during 2007 because at 2006’s end the majority had returned numerous individuals whom George W. Bush had renominated the next year under standard practice but ignored custom by confirming myriad nominees in the 2014 lame duck session of Congress—and, therefore, 2007 and 2015 were similar.

Senators Reid and Leahy responded to Grassley’s contentions with empirical information on the selection process and committee hearings. Even if the Chair’s numbers were more convincing—because Grassley employed analogous parameters—in some respects the material lacks relevance, as the information can support many propositions. The principal difficulty was that senators were not discharging their constitutional responsibility to fill vacancies, even with strong, consensus nominees.

No plausible proposition could explain Restrepo’s substantial delay. Obama tapped the jurist in 2014 for a judicial emergency vacancy. Restrepo strikingly contrasted to Stoll, whom Obama had nominated the same day, enjoying a March committee hearing and an April report, while Obama recommended the May 6 hearing nominees together with or after Restrepo. None of these nominees had enjoyed prior, close scrutiny like Restrepo, so it is unclear why panel review needed six months when the jurist had experienced comprehensive analysis in 2013 while being considered for the Eastern District opening. Grassley’s mention of no ongoing committee

96. See supra notes 31, 43–46.
97. Republicans had proffered and supported many of the nominees. See supra notes 32, 45 and accompanying text.
99. See *supra* notes 74–75.
100. Obama submitted the Drozd, Hall, and Donnelly nominations the same day, Jan. 7, 2015, and the Vilaro nomination on Feb. 4, 2015. See *supra* note 64.
101. Restrepo was then serving as a district court judge. These ideas show that vetting did not “start from scratch.” Paul Gordon, *Toomey’s Explanation for Restrepo Delay Raises More Questions*, HUFF. POST (May 13, 2016), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/toomeys-explanation-for-restrepo-delay-raises-more-questions_b_7276448 [https://perma.cc/N4ME-MMGH]; see also Bendery, *supra* note 86.
assessment for Restrepo and setting a hearing upon receipt of the blue slip undercut Toomey’s reason for delay.102 Partisanship explained stalling, because the Republican Senate majority only confirmed Restrepo in 2016, while it approved merely four district court nominees by May 2015.103

In short, across President Obama’s final two years, Grassley, as Chair, stringently applied most chamber rules and customs, especially blue slips, and much delay plagued the selection process, while the Senate confirmed the fewest court of appeals judges since 1897–98.104 These data sharply contrasted with President Trump’s initial half term.

II. 2017–18 PROCESSES

A. NOMINATION PROCESSES

During the presidential campaign and following the 2016 election, President Trump vowed to appoint conservative jurists and subsequently honored this pledge by confirming Supreme Court Justices Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh and many analogous appellate court judges and a few similar district jurists.105 The chief executive established records for appeals court judges, with 12 confirmed in his administration’s first year and 18 the next.106 Trump did invoke some measures and conventions that had earlier proved helpful, although he deleted or revised numerous others. For example, Trump, like modern presidents, delegated principal responsibility to the first

102. After the press queried Toomey, the senator contended that committee review, rather than the blue slip’s retention, had been creating delay. Gordon, supra note 101; see Bendery, supra note 86; supra notes 86–87 and accompanying text.
103. 162 CONG. REC. S8 (daily ed. Jan. 11, 2016) (confirming Third Circuit Judge Restrepo). This significantly contrasted to the Democratic Senate majority’s efforts which helped to confirm three appellate, and 15 district, court jurists during the comparable period across 2007. Leahy statement, supra note 9; Bendery, supra note 86.
104. The Democratic Senate majority’s endeavors helped George W. Bush to appoint ten appellate court judges throughout 2007–08. Christopher Kang, Republican Obstruction of Courts Could Be the Worst Record Since the 1800s, HUFF. POST (Apr. 21, 2017), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/republican-obstruction-of_b_9741446 [https://perma.cc/J8Z4-T84J]; see HULSE, supra note 1, at 186 (analyzing Grassley’s strict application of the appellate court blue slip policy in 2015-16); supra notes 40, 57.
White House Counsel (Donald McGahn), located related duties in the Justice Department, and stressed circuit vacancies.107 When sending appellate court prospects, the White House Counsel emphasized youth and conservatism by, for instance, deploying litmus tests, while McGahn considered and relied substantially on the 2016 list of potential Supreme Court possibilities whom the Federalist Society and Heritage Foundation compiled.108 These ideas persist, because the Society’s Executive Vice President Leonard Leo advises Trump on selection.109 The president accentuates the circuits, because they are courts of last resort for nearly all cases, enunciate significantly more policy than district courts, and publish opinions which govern multiple states.110

However, the Trump Administration violates or downplays a substantial number of respected strictures and customs. Essential is the practice of assiduously consulting home state elected officers, an effective convention on which modern presidents depend that has been a major reason for blue
Numerous Democratic politicians ascertained that McGahn consulted minimally regarding their home states’ vacancies, while the White House Counsel argued that the Constitution did not expressly mandate consultation. Wisconsin Seventh Circuit Democratic Senator Tammy Baldwin alleged that the chief executive promoted the candidacy of Wisconsin Seventh Circuit nominee Michael Brennan, who lacked the required votes of a bipartisan selection commission, which had efficaciously sought out, evaluated, interviewed and recommended well-qualified, mainstream candidates over three decades. Louisiana Republican Senator John Kennedy tellingly revealed Counsel’s approach in a committee hearing by saying that McGahn had informed him that Kyle Duncan would be the Louisiana Fifth Circuit nominee.

Another significant deviation from longstanding precedent was excluding the American Bar Association from the judicial selection process. All chief executives after President Dwight Eisenhower, save President George W. Bush, had relied substantially on its professional evaluations and ratings. However, Trump nominated nine individuals whom the ABA evaluated and
rated not qualified, while the Senate has confirmed a pair of these nominees for the Eighth Circuit and three for district court seats. 116

President Trump invokes more customary techniques when naming district aspirants. For example, the chief executive, similarly to his modern predecessors, relies on home state senators’ proposals and seemingly grounds nominations in competence vis-à-vis ability to expeditiously, inexpensively and equitably resolve substantial caseloads. 117 Many nominees are strong choices who earned well qualified ABA ratings. 118 However, three nominees withdrew and others experienced “not qualified” ratings mostly because those picks supplied limited information or their administration review or hearing preparation lacked sufficient care—and Trump even urged Republican members to vote against nominees whom they determined lacked the requisite qualifications. 119

This White House also contravenes or deemphasizes efficacious measures. One instructive example is the failure to prioritize selections by first tendering nominees who reduce the 87 district court—and the 51 judicial


118. Texas Federal District Court Judges Walter Counts and Karen Gren Scholer are valuable examples of strong nominees who secured well-qualified ratings. ABA RATINGS 2018, supra note 116.

emergency—openings.\textsuperscript{120} Judicial emergencies soared once Republicans controlled the Senate beginning in 2015.\textsuperscript{121} Moreover, Trump has named many fewer nominees in states which Democratic senators represent, although those jurisdictions face numerous emergencies.\textsuperscript{122} Indeed, New York experiences 12 district court vacancies and California encounters 15 appellate and district court openings; all of California’s vacancies comprise judicial emergencies, but the president only first recommended any New York choices in May 2018 and merely initially suggested four California possibilities in October of last year, although the Senate only afforded a hearing for two California district court nominees in this November.\textsuperscript{123}

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Another valuable concept which Trump rejects or downplays is the enhancement of minority judicial representation, especially vis-à-vis Democratic presidents and senators. For example, the Trump Administration seemingly adopted comparatively few, if any, initiatives that would promote the nomination and confirmation of ethnic minorities or lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (“LGBTQ”) nominees by, for instance, appointing diverse employees to judicial selection teams or urging that senators undertake special efforts to recruit, discover, evaluate and confirm minority nominees.

recommend strong minority candidates. Of 162 Trump confirmees, only Amul Thapar, James Ho, John Nalbandian, Neomi Rao, Michael Park, Kenneth Lee, Karen Gren Scholer, Jill Otake, Nicholas Ranjan, Martha Pacold, Barbara Lagoa, Fernando Rodriguez, Terry Moorer, David Morales, Rodolfo Ruiz, Raúl Arias-Marxuach, Rossie Alston, Rodney Smith, John Younge, Jason Pulliam and Ada Brown are persons of color and Mary Rowland is a lesbian; in 228 nominees, merely 34 are people of color: the first ten confirmees, Patrick Bumatay, Diane Gujarati, Anuraag Singhal, Steve Kim, Shireen Matthews, and Iris Lan constitute Asian Americans; Lagoa, Rodriguez, Morales, Ruiz, Arias-Marxuach, Fernando Aenlle-Rocha, Silvia Carreño-Coll and Sandy Nunes Leal comprise Latino/as; Moorer, Alston, Smith, Younge, Pulliam, Brown, Stephanie Dawkins Davis, Robert Molloy and Bernard Jones constitute African Americans; Richard Myers is Jamaican; while Rowland and Bumatay are LGBTQ individuals.

125. LGBTQ means openly disclosed sexual preference, which some candidates, nominees and judges may have chosen to not divulge. LGBTQ individuals are considered "minorities" throughout this piece. See infra note 139.


B. THE CONFIRMATION PROCESSES

The confirmation process in some ways resembles nominations’ troubling facets, mainly by deleting or altering lengthy customs and efficacious practices. Clearest are changes in the 100-year-old blue slip policy and committee hearings. In the autumn of 2017, Grassley decided to revise slips by moving circuit nominees without slips that two home state politicians submitted, peculiarly when senators’ opposition was based on “political or ideological” reasons.128 This determination amended the slip concept which

---

128. For Grassley’s efforts to explain his revision decision, see 115 CONG. REC. S7174 (daily ed. Nov. 13, 2017); 116 CONG. REC. S7285 (daily ed. Nov. 16, 2017). See also Nominations Nov. 2017, supra note 114; Memo to News Media, supra note 111; see generally HULSE, supra note 1, at
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each party had honored during Obama’s tenure—the most recent relevant precedent. \footnote{129} That situation deteriorated when the Chair processed Trump’s Wisconsin nominee—even though Brennan lacked sufficient Wisconsin merit selection commission votes and McGahn consulted little—especially because Grassley nominally supported giving the Chair (himself) expansive discretion for ascertaining whether the White House Counsel had adequately consulted. \footnote{130} Grassley employed this policy for Oregon Ninth Circuit nominee Ryan Bounds, although Counsel minimally consulted and the nominee failed to divulge salient material for a bipartisan selection panel, while the Chair set a hearing on a Pennsylvania nominee, despite Senator Casey’s strenuous opposition and proposal of multiple accomplished, mainstream selections to Counsel, who rejected the candidates after limited review and consultation. \footnote{131}

\footnote{186–92 (describing how Grassley’s perspectives on the appellate court blue slip policy apparently evolved).}

\footnote{129. Grassley strictly applied this practice when he served as Chair throughout Obama’s last two years as president, and Leahy followed the practice when he was Chair across the first six years. \textit{Hulse, supra note 1}, at 190; \textit{Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm.}, 115th Cong. (Feb. 15, 2018) (statements of Sens. Grassley and Leahy).}

\footnote{130. \textit{See supra} note 115, Grassley employed case-specific comparatively vague criteria to gauge White House consultation’s adequacy, but the Chair explained little about his determinations. Exchanges between Grassley and home state senators reveal this idea’s weakness. Letter from Charles E. Grassley, Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Comm., to Patty Murray, United States Senator and Maria Cantwell, United States Senator (Oct. 18, 2018), \textit{available at} https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2018-10-18%20CEG%20Murray%20Cantwell%20-%20Eric%20D.%20Miller%20Nomination.pdf [https://perma.cc/5Y6B-4JRU]; Letter from Patty Murray, United States Senator and Maria Cantwell, United States Senator, to Charles E. Grassley, Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Comm. (Oct. 22, 2018), \textit{available at} https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/5017920/Murray-Letter-to-Grassley-10-22-18.pdf [https://perma.cc/6SRN-DYSG]; \textit{Hearing on Nominations: Hearing Before the S. Judiciary Comm.}, 115th Cong. (Nov. 13, 2018). Little precedent supports a circuit exception; Republicans and Democrats agree that appellate courts are more crucial, because their rulings govern multiple states and enunciate more policy. \textit{See supra} notes 106–11.}


When Senator Lindsey Graham (R.S.C.) became the Chair of the Judiciary Committee in January 2019, he continued following Grassley’s blue slip policy for appellate court and district court nominees. \textit{See Hulse, supra note 1}, at 274–79 (describing Graham’s actions in the judicial selection process and as Chair). This decision allowed Trump to fill three California Ninth Circuit vacancies with Judges Daniel Bress, Daniel Collins and Kenneth Lee whom Democratic Senators Dianne Feinstein and Kamala Harris vociferously opposed and three New York Second Circuit openings with Judges Joseph Bianco, Michael Park and Steven Menashi whom Democratic Senators Chuck Schumer and Kirsten Gillibrand strongly opposed. For California, \textit{see 165} CONG. REC. S4724 (daily ed. July 9, 2019) (Bress); \textit{id. at} S2878 (daily ed. May 5, 2019) (Lee); \textit{id. at} S2994 (daily ed. May 21, 2019) (Collins); \textit{see also} Carl Tobias, \textit{Filling the California Ninth Circuit
Grassley expressly recognized that slips were intended to ensure that presidents consult home state politicians while safeguarding those officials’ prerogatives in the selection process and the essential interests of constituents whom they represent. Nonetheless, the GOP aggressively capitalized on slips to obstruct excellent, mainstream nominees during Obama’s time, most for political or ideological reasons, which are the very premises that the Chair explicitly denounced as illegitimate.

Grassley also changed several committee hearing rules and customs. Telling was the fact that the Chair conducted ten sessions in the first two years of Trump’s presidency for two appellate court nominees and usually three or four district court nominees without Democrats’ accord; this markedly contrasted with Democrats’ arrangement of three similar hearings in Obama’s eight years of service and then in peculiar situations with GOP approval.

Perhaps most troubling was scheduling one hearing for two disputed circuit—
and four district—nominees and an ABA assessor, but Grassley also held rare sessions in the pendency of Justice Kavanaugh’s Supreme Court nomination and during a Senate recess to campaign in the 2018 midterm elections.135

Numerous hearings seemed hurried and lacking in sufficient care for the appointment of public officials who can possess life tenure.136 Most nominees appeared to stall by reiterating queries and deflecting or evasively responding to questions.137 Closely related was the nominees’ unwillingness to divulge whether nominees, once confirmed, would recuse themselves in cases regarding particular issues—notably involving abortion, civil rights, or discrimination—that the nominees had litigated or about which they possessed strongly held perspectives.138 Indeed, a third of Trump’s appointees had compiled anti-LGBT records.139 These facets meant that hearings could become relatively meaningless exercises in which little substantive information was elicited.

The discussions before panel votes analogously lacked content and context. Members rarely engaged on issues, even about qualifications which are critical to service as lifetime appointees who resolve crucial matters.140


136. See supra notes 19 & 21 and accompanying text; Feinstein statement, supra note 106, at S8023–25. For the lack of sufficient care, see id. at S8024. The Judiciary Committee strictures prescribe one five-minute round of questioning for each panel member. This meant that most senators experienced one five-minute round in which to question many nominees. However, Chairs Grassley and Graham rather flexibly granted senators’ requests for second rounds.

137. Judge Ho would not discuss the legal memorandum on torture that he had prepared while serving in the George W. Bush Justice Department, and Judge Don Willett unresponsively answered many questions. Nominations Nov. 2017 II, supra note 135; see Feinstein statement, supra note 106, at S8023–25.


140. See, e.g., Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 115th Cong. (June 7, 2018) (conducting no committee discussion of Oregon Ninth Circuit nominee Ryan Bounds, even
One deviation from regular order was the Chair’s decision not to wait for ABA evaluations and ratings, despite constant pleas from Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), the Ranking Member, to have ballots after the ABA completed its examinations and rankings.\textsuperscript{141} Grassley vigorously claimed that this outside political group would not delay panel work.\textsuperscript{142} It, thus, was predictable that most controversial nominees had party-line votes.\textsuperscript{143}

After committee approval, similar elements frustrated rigorous chamber scrutiny: both Republican and Democratic party members engaged in lockstep voting and demanded cloture and roll call votes on practically all nominees, and detonation of the nuclear option during 2013 enabled a Senate majority to secure cloture and confirm judges.\textsuperscript{144} Most problematic were the stacking of four appellate court nominee ballots in less than a week in 2017 and six appeals court nominees during one week in 2018, each after last-minute notice.\textsuperscript{145} Because there were such substantial complements of nominees, their massive records and the tardy notice meant that Democrats as the minority party lacked sufficient resources to prepare.\textsuperscript{146} In George W. Bush’s presidency, senators never approved that many appellate court nominees over the course of a week;\textsuperscript{147} during Obama’s tenure, this happened


\textsuperscript{142} Michael Macagnone, DC Court Picks Face Senate Panel Ahead of ABA Report, LAW360 (June 28, 2017, 4:35 PM), https://www.law360.com/articles/939442/dc-court-picks-face-senate-panel-ahead-of-aba-report [https://perma.cc/RNG6-9EX4]; Nominations Aug. 2018, supra note 135 (two nominees lacked ABA evaluations and ratings before their hearing and four received evaluations and ratings the day of their hearing); see Tobias, Regular Order, supra note 7, at 36. But see Feinstein statement, supra note 106, at S8024 (praising the critical value of ABA evaluations and ratings).


\textsuperscript{144} 159 Cong. Rec. S8418 (daily ed. Nov. 21, 2013) (detonating the “nuclear option” to confirm D.C. Circuit Judge Patricia Ann Millett and to restrict filibuster deployment by requiring a majority, rather than 60 votes, for cloture); Tobias, supra note 70, at 131.


\textsuperscript{146} Feinstein asserted these ideas. Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 115th Cong. (Nov. 3, 2017).

once in unusual circumstances and with permission from Republicans. The quality of debates which preceded floor votes resembled panel discussions. The minority required cloture for virtually all nominees, few post-cloture debates treated the nominees and, even when they did, numerous members were absent. Republican senators deemed the Senate rule which provided 30 hours of post-cloture debate on district nominees so burdensome or unhelpful that the GOP majority exploded the nuclear option and decreased those hours to two.

The Republican Senate majority prioritized vacancies in appellate courts, openings in jurisdictions which GOP senators represented, non-emergencies, and approving conservative white males. At 2017's completion, these emphases allowed President Trump to set a court of appeals confirmation record but left 23 district nominees lacking final ballots—many vacancies were in states with Democratic senators or emergencies and strikingly few minority nominees captured appointment. By the conclusion of 2018, the priorities also enabled Republicans to maintain the circuit record yet similarly affected district nominees, openings, and minorities as well.


148. In December 2010, as the 111th Congress was adjourning, President Obama confirmed four appellate court nominees who had waited nine months and one nominee who had waited more than a year. See Judicial Confirmations for January 2011, U.S. COURTS, https://www.uscourts.gov/judges-judgeships/judicial-vacancies/archive-judicial-vacancies/2011/01/confirmations/html [https://perma.cc/79SG-993J] (last updated Jan. 1, 2011). The largest number of appellate court nominees whom he confirmed other weeks throughout his eight-year administration was two. See supra note 106.

149. Some of the confirmation debates were even less constructive. See supra notes 143–44 and accompanying text.

150. For example, during most of the floor debates on the four district nominees whom the Senate confirmed throughout the week of April 8, 2019, the only Senate members who heard the speeches were the senators who delivered them and the presiding officers. See, e.g., 165 CONG. REC. S2351 (daily ed. Apr. 10, 2019) (debate regarding Western District of Oklahoma Judge Patrick Wyrick); 165 CONG. REC. S2297 (daily ed. Apr. 9, 2019) (debate regarding District of Colorado Judge Daniel Domenico).


152. Those elements mainly derived from the White House nomination practices. See supra notes 105–27 and accompanying text.


III. IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROCESSES

The nomination and confirmation processes’ descriptive assessment demonstrates that the concepts which Trump and the Republican Senate majority employed during the last two Congresses had numerous drawbacks. One valuable measure is today’s single appellate court (and 87 district court) vacancies—51 of which are judicial emergencies. Before July 31, 2019, the data surpassed the 103 appellate court and district court openings, 42 comprising emergencies, at the president’s inauguration. Substantial vacancies, many of which are emergencies and cluster in districts and jurisdictions that Democrats represent, and the comparatively few minority nominees and confirmees, are troubling. The unfilled positions substantially increase pressure on courts, litigants, and Democratic senators who represent jurisdictions in which openings persist. District court judges are the justice system “workhorses” who finally resolve most cases, and party affiliation should not drive court judicial resource distribution.

The significant number of district court and judicial emergency vacancies and the comparatively few minority jurists whom Trump appointed pinpoint the need to enhance diversity. Federal courts are an important locus where people of color may be overrepresented in the criminal justice process and are underrepresented on the bench. Confining diversity is a lost opportunity to enhance the justice that parties require and courts supply. Increased judicial representation affords numerous benefits. Minorities

155. Numerous vacancies arise in many states which Democratic senators represent; small numbers of appointees constitute ethnic minorities and merely one confirmee is an LGBTQ individual. See supra notes 47–54 and accompanying text.


157. FED. R. CIV. P. 1; see generally Patrick Johnston, Problems in Raising Prayers to the Level of Rule: The Example of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 1, 75 B.U. L. REV. 1325 (1995) (examining the issues presented by FED. R. CIV. P. 1 and its language that requires judges to construe, administer and employ the federal rules of civil procedure to “secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action”). Constituents may blame senators for protracted openings.


supply certain, valuable “outsider” perspectives and effective insights on essential issues about liberty, discrimination, and other complex matters which jurists decide. They cabin biases that undercut justice. Judges who reflect the nation increase public confidence in the bench by showing that persons of color, women, and LGBTQ judicial candidates serve effectively as jurists and can appreciate situations that might prompt minority individuals to appear before federal courts.

Arguments for limiting diversity, notably the purportedly small “pool” of excellent conservatives, which may have appeared to have some plausibility in an earlier time frame, lack any force now. Highly qualified conservative individuals—namely Judges Thapar, Gren Scholer, Rodriguez, Moorer and Rowland—strongly rebut the idea that confirming numerous analogous nominees will undermine merit because the pool of diverse applicants lacks enough conservatives. These strong confirmees demonstrate that Trump can felicitously nominate and appoint many well-qualified, conservative and diverse jurists, who simultaneously can provide merit and conservatism. The Trump Administration need only capitalize on this salient potential.

Trump’s nominal consultation, exclusion of American Bar Association evaluations and ratings and other effective strictures, deployment of inefficacious or truncated rules, and penchant for approving conservative appellate court jurists may undermine his presidential constitutional duty to nominate and confirm highly-qualified individuals who fill the numerous vacancies. Chamber propensity to quickly appoint nominees—especially by changing blue slips, ignoring or confining other helpful measures, such as robust hearing questioning, and rubberstamping nominees—might undercut
discharge of Senate constitutional responsibility for providing advice and consent. Many and prolonged openings could also impede the judiciary’s realization of its compelling duty to swiftly, economically and fairly resolve cases by pressuring courts and delaying case resolution. Granting ideology constant, explicit stress can mean that the judiciary resembles the political branches.165

Grassley’s disparate approach to chairing the Judiciary Committee in the 114th and 115th Congresses merits emphasis. Throughout Obama’s last two years, the Chair strictly enforced multiple rules and customs, namely appellate court blue slips, yet gravely delayed appointments; over Trump’s first half term, Grassley deleted or significantly changed effective rules and norms (mainly appellate court slips and rigorous, comprehensive nominee analysis), while drastically speeding confirmations.166

In sum, Trump has created records for confirming appellate court judges; many of these jurists are extremely conservative, well-qualified and young. However, the president and Republican senators rejected or modified valuable techniques which had promoted exceptional judges’ confirmations, and Trump confronts more district court vacancies and emergencies now than the chief executive inherited at the time of his inauguration. Thus, the concluding Section of this Essay analyzes measures to improve selection.

IV. FUTURE SUGGESTIONS

A. SHORT-TERM SUGGESTIONS

Trump and the Republican Senate majority should apply numerous ideas which have performed efficaciously, like some that the White House Counsel and the chamber deploy. One idea is elevating prominent, conservative, and moderate, district confirmees whom Presidents George W. Bush and Obama appointed, because the jurists offer considerable applicable expertise and accessible, complete records.167 For instance, Trump elevated George W. Bush district court appointees Thapar and Amy St. Eve; Trump could


166. Compare supra notes 20–23, 29–35 with supra notes 128–31, 134–43; see also HULSE, supra note 1, at 190.

167. Elisha Carol Savchak et al., Taking It To the Next Level: Elevation of District Court Judges To the U.S. Courts of Appeals, 50 AM. J. POL. SCI. 478, 481 (2006); Tobias, supra note 12, at 2248.
analogously elevate Obama confirmees Pamela Ki Mai Chen and Alison Nathan who would become the first openly lesbian appellate court jurists.\textsuperscript{168} State High Court Justices can tender similar experience and records. Presidents Bush and Obama deployed this construct,\textsuperscript{169} as has Trump.\textsuperscript{170}

Another constructive measure is re-nominating more of the 20 able conservative and moderate Obama district nominees who earned committee reports yet lacked final ballots.\textsuperscript{171} This would speed appointments, because renamed nominees merely need to win panel and floor votes.\textsuperscript{172} Trump sagely re-nominated 15 Obama nominees, including Judges Moorer and Gren Scholer; most have achieved confirmation.\textsuperscript{173}

Trump must analyze the revival or improvement of many effective ideas which he rejected or changed. One is assiduous White House consultation of home state politicians.\textsuperscript{174} Cultivating, and carefully assessing perspectives of, senators, who have robustly and fairly scrutinized choices, facilitate smooth nomination and confirmation processes. A trenchant example is that of two exceptional, conservative Illinois Seventh Circuit appointees, Judges St. Eve and Michael Scudder, whom Illinois Democratic Senators Dick Durbin and Tammy Duckworth actively supported, Grassley quickly processed and Senate members easily approved.\textsuperscript{175}
Trump and the GOP Senate leadership should rethink the mistaken choice to disregard American Bar Association examinations and ratings, as George W. Bush is the sole other president who eschewed the organization’s expertise and cautious analyses.\textsuperscript{176} Employing ABA input before nominations limits embarrassment for prospects whom the entity deems not qualified.\textsuperscript{177} Because most nominees who were so rated—notably Judges Goodwin and Teeter—won approval, ABA input could alert participants in the selection process to potential difficulties, so that the chamber can analyze them.\textsuperscript{178}

Trump must reassess accentuating conservative appellate court judges’ confirmations.\textsuperscript{179} He may deploy a regime that stresses the needs of all appeals courts and district courts by initially tapping nominees who decrease the 51 judicial emergencies.\textsuperscript{180} Trump could emphasize the 87 district openings and the plentiful courts with ample cohorts, vacancies and emergencies, particularly in California and New York; California experiences 14 appellate court and district vacancies and New York experiences 12 district court openings while all California vacancies comprise judicial emergencies and eight New York openings comprise judicial emergencies.\textsuperscript{181} Stressing them would concomitantly treat the relatively few nominees and confirmees from states which Democrats represent.\textsuperscript{182}

The chief executive must also increase diversity, because enhanced minority representation offers numerous advantages.\textsuperscript{183} Trump should grant diversity high priority while informing selection participants and citizens that he believes improved representation is essential. The White House Counsel ought to lead this initiative by according priority to diversity, just as the administration has emphasized conservatism.\textsuperscript{184} Entities, such as the White House Counsel Office and the Justice Department Office of Policy Development, which discharge important judicial selection responsibilities, should include minority employees and commit enough resources to

\textsuperscript{176} See supra note 115. But see supra note 116.

\textsuperscript{177} See supra note 116. The president can decline to nominate or the aspirant may choose to withdraw privately.

\textsuperscript{178} When the ABA rated Goodwin and Teeter not qualified, district judges where both sit voiced strong support for the nominees. Hearing on Nominations: Hearing of S. Judiciary Comm., 115th Cong. (Dec. 13, 2017) (Goodwin); Exec. Business Mtg.: Meeting of the S. Judiciary Comm., 115th Cong. (Jan. 18, 2018) (Teeter); see supra note 116.

\textsuperscript{179} See supra notes 105–11.

\textsuperscript{180} See supra notes 154–58.

\textsuperscript{181} Vacancies Dec. 2019, supra note 66; Tobias, supra note 53 (evaluating the substantial number of judicial vacancies that Texas experienced throughout the Obama Administration, which have significantly decreased in the Trump Administration); see supra notes 154–58.

\textsuperscript{182} Emphasizing Illinois, New Jersey and Washington district court vacancies, many of which constitute emergencies, would be similar. See Vacancies Dec. 2019, supra note 66.

\textsuperscript{183} See supra notes 160–62.

\textsuperscript{184} Critical will be staff in the White House Counsel Office, the Justice Department and the panel and senators who represent states with vacancies.
profoundly enhance diversity. All participants in the selection process must robustly search for, discover, canvass, and proffer strong aspirants by contacting individuals, politicians, ethnic minority groups, women’s interest organizations, LGBTQ interest entities, political groups, as well as state and local bar committees, which know able prospects. The White House Counsel should persuade lawmakers from states with openings to identify, evaluate and submit excellent minorities, whom he interviews and recommends while urging that Trump carefully assess naming them. The president might lead by example with consequent nominations.

Once Trump selects prospects, he, the White House, the Justice Department and senators must invoke comprehensive, prompt and fair confirmation regimes. Members should expeditiously investigate nominees, the White House and DOJ ought to fully prepare them, the panel must completely investigate nominees and schedule prompt, robust, and equitable hearings, discussions, and ballots. After the panel reports nominees, the chamber must swiftly, rigorously and fairly debate and vote.

Senator Graham, who recently became Chair of the Judiciary Committee, should capitalize on his relationship with Trump and the expertise which the legislator has derived from long panel service, especially the past two Congresses. Graham has worked on many Supreme Court confirmation processes, notably that for Kavanaugh, and was in the “Gang of 14,” who halted the nuclear option’s 2005 release.185

The new Chair should urge that members and staff fully review and employ numerous measures which improve the confirmation process by limiting politicization and divisiveness. They must survey effective practices that robustly and fairly vet nominees and stress and deploy efficacious ideas and enhance ones that are not.

Pertinent are rules and customs that Grassley ignored or diluted across his tenure as Chair. Extremely important was the blue slips’ change which allowed processing of appellate court nominees about whom there was little consultation by elastically applying malleable criteria with nominal explanation of why the Chair determined that the White House adequately consulted.186 Grassley also staged ten hearings in which two circuit nominees

---

185. Text of Senate Compromise on Judge Nominations, N.Y. TIMES (May 24, 2005), http://www.nytimes.com/2005/05/24/politics/24text.html [https://perma.cc/N9EU-69W4] [hereinafter Senate Compromise]; see Tobias, supra note 70, at 122; see also Hulse, supra note 1, at 274–75 (describing Sen. Graham’s role in the judicial selection process and as Chair). Susan Collins (R-ME) is the only other currently-serving senator who participated as a Gang member.

appeared without Democrats’ permission,\textsuperscript{187} while the Chair scheduled hearings every other week (and conducted meetings practically each week) that Congress was in session.\textsuperscript{188} These hearings and meetings seemingly afforded hurried processes for nominees, who, if confirmed, will probably serve for decades. Moreover, Grassley failed to await ABA evaluations and ratings, which could have informed panel decisionmaking regarding nominees.\textsuperscript{189}

Graham, Grassley and other Republican senators, especially who serve as panel members, must assess whether rejecting or diluting rules and customs is effective, and, if not, remedy or minimize any concerns—while the lawmakers should scrutinize procedures that the chamber has employed in previous years to detect whether these notions proved efficacious and, if so, consider revitalizing them. Many examples of the former were examined above. Truncated hearings, which Senator Hatch, as Chair, applied to exceptional, consensus George W. Bush nominees, illustrate the latter.\textsuperscript{190}

\textbf{B. LONGER-TERM SUGGESTIONS}

This canvass shows that the confirmation wars before Trump’s 2016 victory have persisted since he assumed office, epitomized by rare agreements on chamber votes and the nuclear option’s detonation for Supreme Court and district court nominees.\textsuperscript{191} When the president or senators deleted or altered effective rules or conventions, this worsened the selection process’ decline.\textsuperscript{192}

\begin{itemize}
  \item[187.] Grassley also convened rare sessions when Justice Kavanaugh’s Supreme Court nomination was pending and the Senate was in recess to campaign. \textit{See supra note 123} (documenting the current existence of merely one appellate court vacancy); \textit{supra} notes 134–35; \textit{see also} Wheeler, \textit{supra} note 156 (asserting that there will be few new appellate court vacancies before the 2020 elections, which means that slip and two-nominee issues may be less troubling). However, Graham has already conducted five 2019 hearings in which two appellate court nominees appeared. \textit{See supra note 134}.
  \item[189.] \textit{Compare supra note 142} and \textit{accompanying text with supra note 115}.
  \item[190.] Tobias, \textit{Regular Order}, \textit{supra} note 7, at 36–37 (Hatch); \textit{supra} notes 93–94 (Grassley employed a comparatively truncated hearing for Restrepo partly because he was so well qualified and the Pennsylvania senators powerfully supported his elevation).
  \item[192.] For numerous longer-term suggestions, see Shenkman, \textit{supra} note 43, at 298–311; Tobias, \textit{supra} note 12, at 2255–65.
\end{itemize}
Nevertheless, there is one idea which can enhance selection. Trump and the chamber might institute a bipartisan judiciary that would permit the home state senator who is a member of the party which does not control the White House to suggest one in several picks. New York seemingly effectuated the first measure, which operated efficaciously from the 1970s until the 1990s, while the New York appellate court and district court nominees whom Trump has marshaled show that the president and the New York senators applied a comparatively similar regime. Congress might conjoin this measure with legislation that authorizes 65 new posts that the Judicial Conference, which is the federal courts’ policymaking arm, recommended to Congress.

Both techniques may increase minority jurists and yield other benefits. The ideas afford each party incentives to cooperate in the selection process, judges who are rather diverse vis-à-vis ethnicity, gender, sexual preference, ideology and experience and courts additional judicial resources to deliver justice. The concepts would improve diversity’s first three attributes, partly by enabling Democrats to recommend a small percentage of nominees, and could halt or at least ameliorate the process’ counterproductive downward spiral. However, implementation will demand care.

---


195. The New York packages included two Obama 2016 district court nominees, Gary Brown and Diane Gujarati, whom Trump renominated as well as two George W. Bush district appointees, District Judges Richard Sullivan and Joseph Bianco. Thirteenth Wave of Nominees, supra note 123; Eighteenth Wave of Nominees, supra note 123. Home state senators and presidents negotiate specific constituents of the bipartisan judiciary, such as which courts have a bipartisan judiciary. The New York experience suggests that the White House chose the Second Circuit nominees and the senators recommended most district nominees and the California experience appears similar, although less formalized. However, most states which employ a bipartisan judiciary apparently confine its operation to district courts.


197. The bipartisan judiciary would pass constitutional muster. The concept may additionally politicize judicial selection; however, the idea could enhance judicial appointments. Moreover, the confirmation wars must end and litigant needs deserve precedence. The idea seems complex, yet many issues can be solved, as examples above show. Congress has faced and solved more complicated issues, namely, how to address substantial numbers of cases, many of which are complex, with comparatively few resources, by authorizing new judgeships, but Congress passed the last comprehensive statute in 1990. Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-550, §§ 201–206, 104 Stat. 5089–5104 (1990).
A related prospect is changing filibusters which have been essential to the modern confirmation wars. Graham’s experience with the measure should prove valuable. The Chair has refereed filibuster battles, while he appreciates the mechanism’s history, operation, and abuse, as well as potential reforms’ efficacy. The device has customarily safeguarded the minority party, but abuses suggest that it now merits recalibration. For example, deployment can be reserved for nominees who lack the intelligence, ethics, temperament, diligence, or independence to furnish excellent service. This goal would be realized by allowing filibusters only in “extraordinary circumstances,” a phrase that operated rather effectively across 2005, while more clearly defining it.

V. CONCLUSION

Senator Chuck Grassley fulfilled his responsibilities as Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee quite differently in President Barack Obama’s last half term than over President Donald Trump’s first two years. However, in both half terms, the unproductive dynamics which attended the escalating confirmation wars intensified. Thus, President Trump must collaborate with


199. Republican and Democratic party abuses of the filibuster prompted explosion of the 2013 nuclear option that cabined filibuster deployment by permitting a majority vote for cloture. GOP denial of 2015–16 floor votes, especially for appeals court nominees, was abusive, as may be Democrats’ demanding cloture and roll call votes for practically all nominees in 2017–19 as well as Republicans’ detonation of the nuclear option for Supreme Court nominees in 2017 and for substantially reducing post-cloture debate hours on district nominees in 2019. See supra notes 39–48, 70, 144, 151, 191.

200. Senate Compromise, supra note 185; see generally Michael Gerhardt & Richard Painter, “Extraordinary Circumstances”: The Legacy of the Gang of 14 and a Proposal for Judicial Nominations Reform, 46 U. RICH. L. REV. 969 (2012) (discussing the agreement not to support a filibuster on a nominee except in “extraordinary circumstances”). Senators, including Graham, expressly contended that the ideology of nominees and the numbers of cases and judges which courts experience should not be considered extraordinary in a controversial dispute over three well-qualified, mainstream candidates whom Obama nominated to D.C. Circuit vacancies. Tobias, supra note 70, at 126–28. But see id. at 125–27. These actions may foster the reconstitution of 60 votes for cloture that would reverse the nuclear option for Supreme Court as well as federal appellate and district court nominees and might stimulate additional interparty cooperation. Republicans may oppose this suggestion, but filibusters can be one dimension of a solution, which includes two post-cloture debate hours for district nominees, while Republicans will not retain the majority forever and may agree to a compromise that promises to limit the confirmation wars. Id. at 140; see Burgess Everett & Marianne Levine, McConnell Prep’s Nuclear Option to Speed Trump Judges, POLITICO (Mar. 6, 2019, 7:45 AM), https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/06/trump-mcconnell-judges-1205722 [https://perma.cc/D6f6-2L67] (Schumer offered honoring appellate court blue slips in return for two hours of post-cloture debate on district nominees but Republicans rejected the offer); supra note 151.
each party’s senators, particularly those who are members of the committee and especially Senators Graham and Grassley, to cure or ameliorate the confirmation wars and the vacancy crisis which undermines the federal courts.

Moreover, Senator Grassley recently signaled that he intends to seek the office of Chair in 2021, should Republicans manage to retain their Senate majority, an expression of interest to which Senator Graham has suggested that he will defer. If these developments transpire, Senator Grassley will have another opportunity to lead the Judiciary Committee. The legislator must capitalize on his experience derived from prior service as Chair and the suggestions proffered above for enhancing the federal judicial selection process to rectify or ameliorate the confirmation wars and the vacancy crisis.